
WONDERFUL WEATHER 
WATCHERS 

Who:  Young children 

What: Taking something accessible to all and making it 
tangible and part of classroom routines along with an 
integrated unit

Where:  Anywhere kiddos are! This can be adapted for in-
person, hybrid, or exclusively virtual learning. 



WELCOME AND THANK YOU!  
LET ME INTRODUCE MYSELF

I am National Board Certified in early childhood generalist and hold an 
early childhood license. 

I am a PROUD Golden Apple fellow, I won the apple in 2019 and 
accepted the award FOUR days after giving birth to my second child. 

I have 15 years experience, 13 of them have been in kindergarten! 
Working with our youngest is truly a privilege and honor! This is seriously 
important work!!!

I entered online learning with a CLOSED MINDSET (a term that used to 
make me cringe).

When the pandemic hit I was in the process of reducing TECHNOLOGY 
IN MY CLASSROOM!  I had a pandemic PANIC when I realized my 
online journey was longer than I wished!



I DECIDED HANDS-ON WOULD BE 
MY SURVIVAL STRATEGY!

HOME LEARNING MATERIALS: 
TAKING THE HANDS-ON ONLINE! 

HOW CAN WE GET MATERIALS SAFELY INTO THEIR 
HANDS DURING A PANDEMIC?!

Operating under the framework that students learn best by 
doing and hands-on learning is imperative for young children: 
Let’s get some materials home to guide them through 
experiences and get something into their hands. Since most 
hybrid models integrate the online component, this adapts easily 
for any model. What we can  do well online, we certainly can do 
in a classroom!



WHY  WEATHER?  
WHY HANDS-ON?

• Let’s remember that students learn science by doing science.

• Weather is part of their daily life and experience, why not explore it?

• It is a wonderful way to get our kiddos outdoors, something they desperately need.

• This encourages students to speak about findings and wonderings. Children build language by 
using language—so getting them talking about their world is essential.

• Allowing children access to tangible materials to generate data and compare and contrast is a 
natural way to for them to model science.

• The face-to-face nature of interacting and “doing” together is an imperative part of teacher-
to-student and student-to-student rapport building!  We still need to build relationships. 



SOMETHING TO REMEMBER:

DO NOT throw the baby out with 
the bath water!  
You are ALL working incredibly hard and have been 
incredibly adaptable and inventive!  I see the work 
educators are doing and it inspires me!!! Please continue 
doing what you do that works well for YOU and YOUR 
students. I do hope you’ll take something away that you 
can use today but keep doing the things that work well 
for your students and know you’re impacting students in 
powerful ways!



ONE MORE TIP:  REALLY
EVALUATE AND ACCEPT WHAT 
IS TRULY WITHIN YOUR 
CONTROL
You cannot control mishaps, Century Link connectivity issues, or 
what is happening in a student’s home . You can help children 
build problem-solving skills, resilience, adaptability, and 
perseverance!  These executive functioning skills will help them 
in any situation in life!  

THIS APPLIES TO ANY MODEL OF LEARNING!

Honestly, with so many new variables and changes during  a 
pandemic year we will have to adapt to unexpected hiccups.  
Flexibility should be a mutual agreement between educators and 
families! This is a new way to teach, a new way to learn!

Really focus on problem solving when the unexpected 
occurs. Try to dig out the lesson learned and praise their 
efforts to find solutions. 



WEATHER JARS
I was considering some of the many things I do in a real 
classroom with students. Some of our morning “jobs” and 
“procedures” were missing from my online classroom. I 
decided if I could get my hands on 100 empty baby food 
jars and pony beads I could help students graph weather 
as a daily procedure during morning check-in.  I used this 
as a kickoff to a fun and integrated weather unit! The sky 
is literally and figuratively the limit!



WHAT ARE WEATHER JARS?

Simply put: weather jars are just an 
easy visual way to collect data on 
the weather. They serve as a graph of 
sorts for young children. 



LABELING JARS

This can be done with stickers or printed labels. Stickers 
can get expensive. I have sent the jars mostly premade, 
yet it might be more valuable to allow students the 
opportunity to tape on or stick down the labels both 
with pictures and words. I have included a free document 
of labels for anyone uninterested in the stickers. 



WHAT GOES INSIDE THE 
JARS TO REPRESENT 
WEATHER?

We have 6 jars representing 6 types of weather and 
one extra jar to represent rainbow (a weather-
related phenomenon).  Each of the 7 jars have a 
corresponding color of pony bead. In a tight budget, 
straws could into small “beads” be cut to be used in 
place of colorful pony beads.



AN ADORABLE STEP 
ANOTHER DIRECTION

Typically weather itself DOESN’T go into the jar, but 
remember, FLEXIBILITY is our motto this year. A student 
was in awe of the snow we had over a week in February. 
My student wanted to “save some snow” and here it is in 
his “snowy” weather jar. 

This is an adorable anecdote to show you things will go 
new directions but also testament to how special 
weather is to children!   I had a great laugh!



A VISUAL AID FOR STUDENTS TO REMEMBER WHAT 
THEIR BEADS REPRESENT



BEGINNING THE UNIT

• Get organized about sending home materials. Make a consistent plan that works for you 
and families and stick to it! 

• Keep materials organized!  Ziploc baggies are wonderful to have!

• Photograph materials the day before and post a photo on your platform daily for 
students to see what they must bring to class. 

• Prepare students for problem solving when inevitable issues might arise.

• Introduce students to meteorology the week prior to beginning so they feel like 
meteorologists themselves. Watching your daily local weather report together will pique 
interest and prepare them to be “meteorologists” daily. Be sure to call students 
“meteorologists” during the weather jar procedure.



LET STUDENTS KNOW WHAT TO BRING. HERE IS HOW I MANAGE 
THIS: 



WHAT I SENT FOR WEATHER JARS AT HOME AND 
HOW IT WAS ORGANIZED: 



OUR DAILY WEATHER JAR PROCEDURE: 

• Take 2 minutes every morning to check 
the weather from our window(s). Sing 
“What is the Weather Today” song as we 
do so. 

• Choose a student to do our 
meteorology report.

• Everyone updates jars. 

• There are many additional and follow-up 
activities we will discuss, yet some days 
we just stop after we update our jars. 

• Some days we actually take an additional 
minute to compare a couple of our jars 
or discuss our findings. 



INTEGRATION IN ACTION
5 GREAT TEXTS:

Learning about rainbows while also reading a fantasy tale 
about why rainbows are cautious to touch the ground 
(The Rainbow Goblins). This is a great way to compare 
some fiction and non-fiction literature with students and 
this book has been a career-long student favorite (though 
rare). 



WALKING RAINBOWS AND 
GLASS RAINBOWS
Here are a few easy ways to make rainbow magic with 
students: 

My lesson plan includes links to glass rainbows and 
walking rainbows.

This unit presents a great opportunity to explore 
concepts such as: absorption, primary and secondary 
colors, melting, thawing, dissolving, evaporation, 
condensation, and precipitation. Modeling these processes 
is the best way to get children to understand and use 
academic vocabulary.



STATES OF MATTER

Teaching students about precipitation, evaporation, and 
condensation can be fun and easy, even online. Watching 
an ice cube melt in different ways is a fun way to watch a 
solid transform into a liquid. Allowing it to dry is 
evaporation in action. We also make non-Newtonian fluid 
with cornstarch and water. Non-Newtonian fluid has 
properties of both a liquid and a solid. 



INTEGRATING MATH
Through science you can integrate all your learning standards. 
Sending simple graphs is a great way to help students track the 
data.  Here are two additional ways we integrated math in 
kindergarten: 

Symmetry snowflakes: This is an easy activity to learn about crystals and 
snow. Coffee filters or origami paper are the way to do it. I have linked a 
lesson. 

You can easily integrate comparisons to other places with more rain. We 
have created rain gauges and compare our minimal desert rainfall to that in 
Manaus, Brazil. This can be done by collecting rain and measuring or 
following local rainfall data online.  This is interesting because Manaus gets 
an average of 118.1 inches annually while Albuquerque gets about 9 inches 
annually!  It is fun to compare photos of landscape and vegetation from 
different climates and regions. There are many places rainier than Manaus 
that might also be fun to learn about.



RAIN GAUGE

A rain gauge is a perfect family home project. It requires 
only a plastic 2 liter or liter bottle.  Consider using this 
to collect real data on local weather to compare to 
another rainier place! Since cut plastic can be sharp, this 
requires adult supervision. Access a lesson here: 
https://www.communityplaythings.com/resources/articles/
2017/making-a-rain-gauge

https://www.communityplaythings.com/resources/articles/2017/making-a-rain-gauge


WHAT IS THE WEATHER 
TODAY? USING THIS SONG 
TO HELP WITH READING 
AND SPELLING:
Singing our Weather Song daily and reading the text along 
with it is great for young emergent readers. This song 
book is easy to make.  Word hunts, practicing 1:1 
correspondence while reading, singing the language, and 
learning to spell the weather words are great benefits to 
using this song daily. The end of the book also contains 
writing and drawing prompts for students. Link to Shari 
Sloane’s AMAZING song: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W6VVM1ltQjo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W6VVM1ltQjo


LEARNING ABOUT SEASONS

When studying weather it is important for children to 
understand how it relates to seasons. I always use the 
oldie, but goodie: A Tree for all Seasons and we make our 
own seasons book, writing the words for each season. 



WHERE IS THE 
RAINIEST PLACE 
ON PLANET 
EARTH? 



GEOGRAPHY FUN FOR ALL
Mawsynram, India with a whopping average 467 inches of 
rainfall per year is regularly reported to be the wettest 
city in the world.

Coober Pedy, Australia, an opal mining town, is so hot in 
summer that people live underground. 

The Antarctic is always a very appealing place to study 
due to bitter cold temperatures and the lack of human 
life other than tourists and scientists. A place so cold it 
has not one tree!

Learning about OTHER PLACES and OTHER PEOPLE 
should be an ongoing component of all classrooms! 

Take an opportunity to learn with your students and let 
them guide the way!  It is okay to learn with students!



WIND PAINTING

We used our watercolors to paint beautiful watercolor 
New Mexican skies and then used small puddles of black 
paint puddles.  Students blew the paint puddles with a 
straw to make “branches” for their cactus silhouettes. 



ACCESSING MATERIALS 

• Grants (such as our Golden Apple mini 
grants)

• DonorsChoose.org

• Asking friends or even your community 
on social media such as Next Door 
Neighbor App or Facebook

• Reuse (just save lots of jars and ask 
friends and neighbors to do the same)

• Ask your families to gather 7 small jars 
and necessary materials

• Buy Nothing New Mexico page (ask 
strangers and arrange a porch pickup)

• Improvise with less expensive materials 
(cut straws for example instead of 
beads)



CONTACT INFORMATION

Stephanie Walstrom

Teacher IG:  @msstephaniesunshine

Email: stephanie.walstrom@aps.edu

Cell: 505-918-8866

Please contact me with any questions!  I love 
collaborating with educators!

mailto:stephanie.walstrom@aps.edu


Families, 
 
We are beginning a unit called Wonderful 
Weather! Your child will now be a daily 
“meteorologist” with the job of checking the 
weather. Enclosed are “weather jars” and 
“weather beads.” These will serve as a visual 
representation of local weather data 
collected. Daily, your child will check the 
weather and update using the following key:  
 
Sunny- Snowy-
Cloudy- Stormy-
Rainy-blue    Windy-sparkly 
      Rainbow-

Please be sure to remember to update jars 
even on the weekend!  Happy weather 
watching! 



Weather Jars for Weather Wonderings 
(This science experience can be adapted for online, hybrid, or 100% in-person 

learning) 
Students will engage with the weather around them, have authentic conversations 
with peers surrounding their observations, their data, and their predictions. 
Students will learn about different types of weather and track the weather around 
them. Along with this integrated unit students will also model weather, read both 
fictional and informational texts about weather, make a “wind painting” using blown 
air, learn about and make/draw a rainbow, study liquids/solids/gasses, make and 
explore non-Newtonian fluid, and learn how to spell weather words using a song.  

 
Materials/Realia for Weather Jars:  
A book about weather, I choose National Geographic’s “Weather” by Kristin Baird 
Rattini 
7 jars per student (small plastic jars with lids work best) 
Pony Beads to represent weather: clear, sparkly, white, gray, blue, rainbow, clear 
Weather Song Book (1 per child and 1 large teacher copy either made into a big book, 
google slide show, or on a large pocket chart).  
Parental letter explaining weather jars 
How Many Colors are in the Rainbow song book (1 per child and 1 large teacher copy 
either made into a big book, google slide show, or on a large pocket chart. 
Stickers or images to label each jar 
Tags or weather word labels for each jar 
Song: What is the Weather Today (song linked here on her YouTube channel: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W6VVM1ltQjo) 
Ice (2 cubes per student) 
Glass of water 
Viewing window to watch weather 
Book also may be viewed here: 
https://www.google.com/search?q=national+geographic+kids+weather+kristin+baird
+rattini+in+hd&oq=national+geographic+kids+weather+kristin+baird+rattini+in+hd&a
qs=chrome..69i57.18586j1j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8&safe=active&ssui=on 
 
 
 
Optional Extension Materials/Realia: 
Non-Newtonian Fluid Materials: Cornstarch (1/8 or 1/4 cup per child) plus water in 
twice the amount of cornstarch and a bowl 



2 Liter Bottles to make “rain gauges” 
Wind Painting Materials: Straws, watercolor paints, watercolor paper, black paint 
Rainbow Water Walking Experiment Materials: primary color food coloring, 6 plastic 
cups of water, 6 pieces of folded absorbent paper towels 
Make a Rainbow Experiment: clear glass of water, white paper, sunlight, and color 
tools 
 
 
Standards Addressed:  
 
K-
ESS2-1. 

Use and share observations of local weather conditions to describe 
patterns over time.  
Common Core State Standards Connections: 
ELA/Literacy - 
W.K.7 Participate in shared research and writing projects (e.g., 

explore a number of books by a favorite author and express 
opinions about them). (K-ESS2-1) 

Mathematics - 
MP.2 Reason abstractly and quantitatively. (K-ESS2-1) 

MP.4 Model with mathematics. (K-ESS2-1) 

K.CC.A Know number names and the count sequence. (K-ESS2-1) 

K.MD.A.1 Describe measurable attributes of objects, such as length or 
weight. Describe several measurable attributes of a single 
object. (K-ESS2-1) 

K.MD.B.3 Classify objects into given categories; count the number of 
objects in each category and sort the categories by count. (K-
ESS2-1) 
 
 
 
  

 
  

Duration of Lesson: Weather jars can be used daily in a classroom or for a briefer 
duration of the school year. (I used the weather jars daily for several months as a 
procedure in our morning). My weather study unit was shorter, about 2 weeks.  
 
 



Objectives; Students will observe the natural phenomenon of weather wherever they 
may be, track weather data, discuss weather findings and data with teachers and 
peers, and understand that there are many different types of weather and be able 
to classify the types, name attributes of each, and describe the weather daily. 
Students will also be able to spell weather words to aid them in writing about 
weather.  
 
Anticipatory Set: To excite students about weather study I recommend hosting a 
class outdoors to talk about weather observations casually and introduction to a local 
meteorologist news report. This is a way to excite students about being daily 
“meteorologists” within your classroom (whether in-person or virtual). I would then 
inventory favorite kinds of weather and find questions they have about weather. I 
also read a broad book about weather to build background knowledge. 
 
Procedure for Weather Jars:  
 
To prepare materials, you’ll need to provide each child (or have them find at home) 
7 small jars and weather stickers (or a print-out on cardstock to cut and tape to 
jars). Each jar will represent snowy, rainy, stormy, cloudy, sunny, or windy and then 
I give them a bonus jar for representing any rainbows they find. You also will need 
corresponding pony beads (or on a budget, cut up colored straws). Each weather 
type should have its own color bead. I use yellow for sunny weather, white for 
snowy, et cetera. Each child also will need to have a window to have jars near for 
daily tracking. Each child should also have a copy of the song book What is the 
Weather Today? The procedures may vary based on model or age level.  
In my own classroom in a non-pandemic setting, one set of weather jars was shared 
by my entire class. A class job…meteorologist was added to my class job chart and 
rotated daily between students. In my full-virtual setting I sent jars home, 
introduced meteorology (the branch of science concerned with the processes and 
phenomena of the atmosphere, especially as a means of forecasting the weather). 
Every morning we pulled out our song book, sang it reading the words and a 
different child would report out their observations, we all updated jars together 
and then would discuss what we are noticing.  
Some questions examples are: What is the most common weather thus far?  
Which jar has the least amount of beads? Based on today, what do you think 
tomorrow’s weather might be? How many more yellow beads do you have than blue 
beads? 
 



 
Assessment: The best way to assess weather jars is by teacher observation. 
Developing a standards based assessment with questions about weather findings 
would be a great way to more formally assess students but questions may vary based 
on age.  
Some examples could include transferring data from jars to a bar or pie graph, 
writing assessment summarizing weather results and supporting their conclusions, or 
recording a meteorology report-out (based on observations and predictions) to 
upload video of or share live with teachers and classmates.  
 
Extension Literature Recommendations: 
 
“The Rainbow Goblins” by Ul de Rico (nonfiction Rainbow Text) and “The Desaturating 
Seven” concept album based on the book by the band Primus (note that this album, 
“The Desaturating Seven” is child-safe, NOT ALL PRIMUS ALBUMS are) 
 
“Black is a Rainbow Color” by Angela Joy 
 
“Light Makes a Rainbow” by Sharon Coon 
 
“All About Weather?” by Huda Harajli (wonderful informational text that is 
INCLUSIVE and also written by an educator) 
 
“A Tree for all Seasons” by Robin Bernard (follow the journey of one oak tree 
throughout the year) 
 
“It Looked Like Spilt Milk” by Charles Shaw (a fiction text about clouds taking on 
recognizable shapes, great for a symmetry lesson or making our own painted cloud 
shapes with puffy paint made from glue and shaving cream) 
 
 
Link to Rain Gauge Lesson: 
https://www.communityplaythings.com/resources/articles/2017/making-a-rain-
gauge 
 
Link to follow Manaus, Brazil Rainfall: https://en.climate-data.org/south-
america/brazil/amazonas/manaus-1882/ 
 



Link to “Make a Rainbow” STEM Activity: https://innovationkidslab.com/rainbow-
steam-activity-kids/ 
 
Link to “Walking Rainbow Water Experiment”:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W6VVM1ltQjo 
Link to Non-Newtonian Fluid Instructions:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v581Y50-bow 
(cornstarch and water at almost a 1:2 ration, add water slowly) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



What is the Weather Today? 
Singing with Shari: School is Cool

 
 

 
              Name: _________________________________________ 
 

 
What is the Weather Today? 

Singing with Shari: School is Cool
 
 

 
 

 
Name:  _____________________________________
 



What is the weather today? 
What is the weather today? 
What is the weather today? 
Let’s go look and see! 
 
               
 
Will it be sunny or cloudy? 
 
Will it be rainy or snowy? 
 
Will it be warm or windy? 
What is the weather today? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What is the weather today? 
What is the weather today? 
What is the weather today? 
Let’s go look and see! 
 
               
 
Will it be sunny or cloudy? 
 
Will it be rainy or snowy? 
 
Will it be warm or windy? 
What is the weather today? 
 
 



 
 
 
 

It is S-U-N-N-Y! 
S-U-N-N-Y! 
S-U-N-N-Y! 
The weather is sunny today! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

It is S-U-N-N-Y! 
S-U-N-N-Y! 
S-U-N-N-Y! 
The weather is sunny today! 



 
 
 
 
It is R-A-I-N-Y! 
R-A-I-N-Y! 
R-A-I-N-Y! 
The weather is rainy today! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
It is R-A-I-N-Y! 
R-A-I-N-Y! 
R-A-I-N-Y! 
The weather is rainy today! 



 
 

 
It is C-L-O-U-D-Y! 
C-L-O-U-D-Y! 
C-L-O-U-D-Y! 
The weather is cloudy today! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
It is C-L-O-U-D-Y! 
C-L-O-U-D-Y! 
C-L-O-U-D-Y! 
The weather is cloudy today! 
 



 
 
 
It is W-I-N-D-Y! 
W-I-N-D-Y! 
W-I-N-D-Y! 
The weather is windy today! 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
It is W-I-N-D-Y! 
W-I-N-D-Y! 
W-I-N-D-Y! 
The weather is windy today! 



 
 
 
It is S-N-O-W-Y! 
S-N-O-W-Y! 
S-N-O-W-Y! 
The weather is snowy today! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
It is S-N-O-W-Y! 
S-N-O-W-Y! 
S-N-O-W-Y! 
The weather is snowy today! 



 
 
 
 
What is the weather today? 
What is the weather today? 
What is the weather today? 
Let’s go look and see! 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
What is the weather today? 
What is the weather today? 
What is the weather today? 
Let’s go look and see! 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What is the weather today? 
What is the weather today? 
What is the weather today? 
Let’s go look and see! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Can you think of any weather not listed in our book?  Draw it here! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Can you think of any weather not listed in our book?  Draw it here! 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What weather do you like? Draw a picture of it and write 
the word for your favorite weather! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What weather do you like? Draw a picture of it and write 
the word for your favorite weather. 


